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May 2016  COASTAL�LIVING��35  

HAVENS ( SEASIDE DESIGN )

DOOR JELD-WEN Hemlock 6 Panel Dutch Door with Primed White AuraLast Jamb and Brickmold, $695; homedepot.com  PAINT Sherwin-WIlliams Interior Paint in Open Air and Lemon Twist, 

from $30 per gallon; sherwin-williams.com for store locations  CUSHION FABRIC China Seas Aga Fabric in Taxicab on Tint, available to the trade; quadrillefabrics.com  RUG Rugs USA Chalet 

Diamonds Cotton Trellis Flatwoven Rug in Ming Yellow, $279 (5’ by 8’); rugsusa.com  TOTE Mar Y Sol Ibiza Tote in Sunflower, $135; shopmarysol.com  HAT Four Buttons by San Diego Hat 

Company Ombré Paper Floppy Hat in Denim, $25; sandiegohat.com  TOWEL Buldano Striped Turkish Peshtemal Fouta Bath Towel in Yellow, $22; wayfair.com/coastalyellowpeshtemal

We combed our favorite seaside 

shops and scored four vintage  

gems—here’s how we gave them  

each a fun, fresh twist

PRODUCED �BY �LINDSEY �ELLIS �BEATTY �AND �LIZ �STRONG

THE SHOP  

Circa Who   

West Palm Beach, Florida  

561/655-5224 or circawho.com 

This treasure trove in the  

city’s antiques district is a 

bamboo and rattan gold mine, 

and a frequent haunt of 

well-known tastemakers such  

as Mary McDonald of Million 

Dollar Decorators and Coastal 

Living columnist Meg Bra�. Here, 

you’re just as likely to score a 

McGuire headboard or vintage 

Brown Jordan patio set as you 

are a peculiar assortment of 

parrot napkin rings or an army  

of elephant ashtrays. 

THE FIND 

Vintage Rattan Bamboo  

Pagoda Bench  

Open-fretwork corner brackets 

and scrolled armrests make  

this mid-20th-century bench a 

dynamite discovery. (Strong 

design detailing increases the 

value of most antiques.) Though 

the cushion that it came with 

was worn out and needed to be 

replaced, the rattan is sturdy  

and in good condition, suggest-

ing top-notch craftsmanship. 

THE FRESH TWIST 

Well-made pieces like this one 

can stand up to kids, dogs, and 

the like, so use them to elevate  

mudrooms or other high-tra�c 

entryways. The design details 

here deliver plenty of punch, so 

keep the other elements in the 

room simple: The new cushion, 

for example, harmonizes well 

with the rug and a door painted 

the same sunny hue. ³

A�PRETTY�MUD-

ROOM�BENCH
 MUST- 
HAVE

 OLD FIND,  
NEW LOOK! 
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HAVENS ( SEASIDE DESIGN )

WALLPAPER Phillip Je�ries Island Ra�a Wallpaper in Portofino Natural, available to the trade; phillipje�ries.com  JARS (from left) 

Williams-Sonoma Home Ceramic Herringbone Round Vase, $49, and Marbleized Ceramic Vessel, from $175; williams-sonoma.com Bungalow 

5 Paloma Baluster Vase, $373; shopcandelabra.com Mrs. Howard Blue Swirl Vase, pricing available upon request; mrshoward.com for store 

locations  ACCENT t3 White Coral Sculpture on Glass Base (not shown), from $130; tuvaluhome.com

THE SHOP  

Fritz Porter Design Collective 

Charleston, South Carolina  

843/207-4804 or  

fritzporter.com 

“If you shopped here once a 

week, it would look di�erent 

every time,” says owner Sarah 

Hamlin Hastings of the 

6,500-square-foot collective  

she opened in an old cigar 

factory. Hastings shakes up the 

classic antiques mall model by 

mixing and recasting vendors’ 

wares into stylish vignettes.

THE FIND

1870s Porcelain Ginger Jar 

(pictured at far right) 

Originally used to export ginger 

and other spices from Asia, jars 

like this one are swell beach 

house scores for their classic 

blue-and-white designs, not to 

mention their historical cred. 

(They date as far back as 221 

BC.) We snapped this one up for 

a few hundred dollars, but prices 

can soar into the thousands for 

an undamaged jar.

THE FRESH TWIST 

Even 19th-century porcelain  

can dress down for the beach. 

Pair it with organic elements 

such as ra�a wallpaper and 

greenery, and then mix in 

modern ceramics with free-form 

patterns in tonal shades. ³

BLUE-AND-WHITE�

VESSELS
 MUST- 
HAVE
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38��COASTAL�LIVING  May 2016

HAVENS ( SEASIDE DESIGN )

ARTWORK (clockwise from top, left) Headlands Looking South Over Gate by Karen Smidth, one of a kind; for similar works, visit serenaandlily.com or karensmidth.com. Grass with Seeds  

by Jorey Hurley in Matte Copper Frame, from $45, Fullness - I by Alexandra Feo in Whitewashed Herringbone Frame, from $29, Patagonian Winter by Daniel Fox in Whitewashed Herringbone 

Frame, from $29, Go Your Own Way by Design Lotus in Reclaimed Barn Wood Frame, from $38, and Dandelions by Jorey Hurley in Matte Copper Frame, from $45, Minted; minted.com   

RUG Surya Miguel Blue Handwoven Rug, $309 (5' by 7.6'); laylagrayce.com  ACCENTS Bobo Intriguing Objects Anchor Bottle Opener, $21; shopcandelabra.com Peter Dunham Textiles 

Bukhara Pillow in Blue/Blue, $325 (20” by 20”); peterdunhamtextiles.com  PAINT Behr Interior Paint in Swiss Co�ee (floors), pricing available upon request; behr.com Benjamin Moore Interior 

Paint in Raintree Green (trim) and Vale Mist (walls and ceiling), from $38 per gallon; benjaminmoore.com for retailers

THE SHOP 

Mate Gallery 

Montecito, California  

805/895-6283 or  

mategallery.com 

With just 200 square feet of 

shoppable space, this tiny SoCal 

outpost has inspired a cult-like 

following and a series of pop-up 

shops, including one in Montauk 

this summer. Owners Matt 

Albiani and Ron Brand took cues 

from boat cabin design to fit as 

many soulful seascapes, nautical 

objets d’art, and Americana-

inspired wares into the petite 

space as they could. “The shop 

has become an installation unto 

itself,” says Albiani. 

THE FIND

1963 Maritime Seascape  

The layered greens and creamy, 

peach-tinted sky—not to 

mention the lively harbor town 

backdrop—give this ship 

painting the kind of buoyant 

energy that has all kinds of focal 

point potential. (Midcentury 

nauticals tend to bring a nice 

balance of tones on the lighter 

end of the color scale.) Plus, the 

blonde frame is original and in 

great condition, which is rare, 

notes Albiani. 

THE FRESH TWIST

Give the ship painting top billing 

in a gallery wall by surrounding it 

with smaller, more mellow 

pieces, like abstract prints and 

sketches and muted photo-

graphs. Choose frame materials 

that unify the collection, and mix 

in some three-dimensional 

pieces—such as this ship’s bell 

(found on eBay) and anchor 

bottle opener—to reinforce the 

nautical vibe. ³  

MARITIME�
ARTWORK

 MUST- 
HAVE
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HAVENS ( SEASIDE DESIGN )

WALLPAPER Galbraith & Paul Lotus Wallpaper in Orange, available to the trade; galbraithandpaul.com  RUG Blush and Ivory Wedding 

Blanket Area Rug, $54; worldmarket.com  BOOKS Books by the Foot; booksbythefoot.com  ACCENTS Malka Dina Galilei Vessels, $48–$88 

each; malka-dina.com Wisteria Blocked Bone Box, $129; wisteria.com Made Goods Erin Box in Clamstone, available to the trade; madegoods.com

THE SHOP

Beall & Bell 
Greenport, New York 
631/477-8239 or  
beallandbell.com 
Behind the glass double doors of 
this former Masonic temple is a 
mix of yesteryear gems that 
range in style from midcentury 
modern to industrial (with plenty 
in between). Look for American 
farm tables, Danish modern 
chests, French rope furniture, 
and Lloyd Loom wicker chairs. 
Hint: Aim for Thursdays, when 
the owners are fresh o� weekly 
buying trips.

THE FIND 
Midcentury Bamboo Étagère  
Étagères are shelving superstars 
in beach houses. Their backless 
design gives them a lighter, airier 
profile than their weightier 
bookcase cousins. What makes 
this one stand out is its 
distinctive curvilinear arc, which 
is an unusual design even for 
étagères of that era.

THE FRESH TWIST 
A mod graphic wallpaper like 
this lotus pattern energizes  
open shelving. Stack the shelves 
with vintage books in shades 
that complement the wallpaper, 
and then dot the display with 
shapely ceramics, including  
a few in a contrasting shade. 
Think textural contrast, too: A 
thick shag rug is a soft foil for 
organic bamboo. Q�—Additional 

reporting by Rachael Burrow  

and Madeleine Frank

MIDCENTURY�
BAMBOO�FURNITURE

 MUST- 
HAVE

BEACH�HOUSE�ESSENTIALS�Watch�our�video�to�find�out�the����things�
every�beach�home�needs�at�coastalliving�com���-things-video


